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ARIES
THE EVOLUTION
OF SIMPLICITY

Aries is especially suited
to those who,
like automobile
dealerships, want to take
truly good care
of their clients’ vehicles.

Aries is the Ceccato gantry that
embodies three essential aspects
of your business needs:
flexible configuration,
easy use and maintenance
and low operating expenses.

ARIES is above all
a system based on versatility and
available in two versions – single-programme
or multi-programme – for performance that
always meets your needs;
high-quality engineering, construction
and technology that ensure reliability,
durability, and impeccable results;
added value offered by the optional
installation of high pressure and the swing
system that governs the movement of
the polyethylene, Foam Touch brushes
for wrap-around washing of cars and trucks
that is both accurate and delicate.

Complemented by a vast range
of optionals, Aries adapts perfectly
to all your needs.

Aries provides an exceptional quality/price ratio from 300 washes
a month through the lowest maintenance costs available on the
market and the maximum reliability.

Because you needn’t pay more
to get more.

Main features
TECHNICAL FEATURES

.Drying system
.the drying groups are fitted to a simple but effective support system
and their noise emission is very low as the fans are specifically designed
to deliver a high volume of air at reduced revolution speed
.the effectiveness of the drying system - associated with the throughput
capacity level required for this range of units - allows to achieve a high drying
quality using two air blowers only, with considerable reduction
of the operating costs
.Car body washing system
.the SWING system, used to control the movements of the washing brushes, was developed and patented
by Ceccato and is highly appreciated as it represents a perfect combination between price, performances
and easy maintenance
.all brushes are electropneumatically controlled, without the need of trolleys to move the side brushes
.an effective cleaning on the back of the vehicles is achieved through repeated wash actions
(in particular by Aries 240, used for standard size cars)
.all shadow zones that could be created during the washing are eliminated thank to the effective movement
of the brushes

.Use of photoelectric cells
.the machine can be equipped with a photocell control system

.Wheel wash system
.to protect the inner mechanisms from external agents and damages the wheel wash devices
are fitted inside plastic thermoformed cases, which design is perfectly in line with the general look
of the washing machine

.Pre wash system (Aries Multi-programme only)
.pre washing of the vehicle is carried out using separate arches, equipped with suitable nozzles that deliver
specific detergents and water at medium pressure
.the arched are embedded in the machine frame and covered by pre-galvanized and painted plates

.Hot dip galvanised gantry frame

.Gantry double driving system

The range includes two models:

ARIES SINGLE-PROGRAMME
ARIES MULTI-PROGRAMME

Technical features
.The unit can be equipped with following types of brushes:
.polyethylene
.foam touch

Both models are available in two versions: 240 e 285
Overall dimensions (mm)

ARIES SINGLE-PROGRAMME
The unit carries out one single washing program, with the choice of different options.
Main options
.Start photocell

.Splash guards

.Foam shampoo

.Automatic frost protection

.Wheel wash

.Centralised lubrication system, manually operated

.Underchassis wash

.Remote control

Mod.240

Mod.285

Width, with wheel wash

3660*

3960*

Width, without wheel wash

3380*

3680*

Length

1600*

1608*

Height

3130

3585

2800 / (2500)

3100 / (2800)

Max. vehicle width

2040

2340

Max. vehicle height

2350

2800

Drive-through width

2400

2700

Mod.240

Mod.285

Distance between the rails

* without splash guards, with brushes not in operation
Technical data
Power supply (V)

230 ± 10% (400 ± 10%)

Max. absorbed power (kW)

9,5**

Installed power (kW)

11**
50 / 60

Frequency (Hz)
Total weight (Kg)***

ARIES MULTI-PROGRAMME
Choice of several custom-made washing programs, according to the installed
optional equipment.
Main options
.Operator’s Panel with LCD display
+ control panel on post

.Wheel wash

.6 - program token acceptor

.Robowash

.Banknote reader

.Splash guards

.Snow shampoo kit

.Underchassis wash

.Super wax and hot wax

.Automatic frost protection

.Remote control

.Tow bar safety system

.Pre wash chemical arch and medium pressure wash

.Centralised lubrication system, manually operated

** not included: pumps, water heater (9 kW) and wheel wash (0,75 kW)
*** machine with claddings, without energy chain and chain supports

1350

1450

One which takes us beyond our limits and habits
to let us try different routes and explore new horizons,
with a dedication to results and a drive to innovate,
aware of goals reached, and ready for new challenges.
In this world so mobile we’re taking cleaning further,
to where true hygiene, ecology and value become one,
where a means of transport is truly about comfort,
wellbeing and freedom; and where our ideas,
research and technology are blending to build the future.
It will be an exciting journey: we’ll take it together.

Ceccato s.p.a.

via selva maiolo 5/7
36075 Alte Ceccato
di Montecchio Maggiore
Vicenza - Italy

t +39 0444 708 411
f +39 0444 708 405
info@ceccato.it
www.ceccato.it

Technical data are subject to variations; the Manufacturer reserves the right to update the documentation, without any obligation to inform the
customer about the changes. Pictures are not binding – for information only – subject to technical changes without prior notice.

There’s always
another road
to choose.

